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Abstract: Looking for new fitness lessons using physioballs and spooner boards? Interested in training students
how to swim without a pool? This session will provide you with resourceful ideas to increase your students' fitness
levels in an innovative way and gain the skills and techniques to swim efficiently without a pool. Learn ways to incorporate
lessons to accent your fitness and aquatics curriculum. The intent of this presentation is to offer a unique teaching tool for
educators from traditional aquatic programs, learn to swim programs, community programs, athletic teams and virtual
education. The teaching tool can be used to engage students in swimming skill acquisition and fitness training utilizing a
variety of modalities, strategies, and techniques on dry-land. The Kick, Stroke, Swim (KSS) program is designed to be used
by educators before, during, and after direct instruction; used to complement the water experience for skill refinement/
retention; or used as an alternative for those who do not have access to a pool or other water element.
KSS-- Kick, Stroke, Swim Program: Complement Your Swimming Program by Engaging the Whole Body on
Dry Land and in the Pool (QR code to our article)

KSS-- Kick, Stroke, Swim Program: There is limited information in the literature that provides strategies to practice
swim strokes and techniques on land, giving all levels of swimmers—from beginner to advanced/competitive—a
kinesthetic awareness of the individual components of each stroke that will enhance skill development and/or refinement.
This program may assist with assessing the fundamental techniques of each skill component; may be used with peer
assessments; and may be a good tool to use to demonstrate proper technique for parental assistance. The presentation will
provide techniques, strategies and ideas for educators and Learn-to-Swim instructors that will help them engage swimmers
at all levels. The swimming stroke executed on a variety of equipment such as a physio-ball, playground ball, therapy roller,
therapy half-roller, BOSE ball, can address swimmers at different skill levels. Practicing these skills and techniques on the
pool deck, any other land-based space, during physical education class, or at home, may assist students with retention, and
skill development. In addition, KSS training may enhance stroke acquisition and improvement in student’s overall fitness.
Furthermore, KSS land training could offer students an opportunity to build a confident skill base before entering the pool.

Examples of skills performed on the balls.
Stroke development/skill acquisition

Below are examples showcasing components of different skills.
Front Crawl
Step One (1):
• Abdominals should lie evenly over the top of
the ball.
• One (1) hand on the floor for stabilization.
• Both legs/feet on ground for stabilization.
• Head in neutral; face should be facing down;
eyes look forward and down.
• One (1) arm: extends, straightening; finger-tip first.
Breast Stroke
Step Two (2):
• Abdominals should lie evenly over the top
of the ball.
• Both knees on ground for stabilization.
• Head in neutral; face should be looking
down.
• Arms: “scoop the ice cream (from your arm
pits)”; turn palms slightly out; draw a line
from streamline position to armpits with
thumbs; elbows begin to bend.
Elementary Backstroke
Step Five (5):
• Mid-to-low back should lie evenly over the top
of the ball.
• Both feet on the ground for stabilization.
• Head in neutral; face should be looking up; chin
toward the sky.
• Squeeze (snap) them down against your sides.
• Cue: "Soldier".

Why Physioballs? – Rationale
1. Students can actually hear me! They hear cues and directions easier out of the water during practice time.
2. We don’t have a pool at our school and yet I feel swimming knowledge and skills are vital to the students’
wellbeing and safety.
3. Students are more likely to participate on dry land than in the water due to body image factors.
4. It’s easier to break down stroke mechanics. Students learn the individual skills first (kick, arm movements)
and then can add them together.
5. Implementing Dry Land Swimming encourages students to try out for the swim team.
6. Body Control can be easier on dry land for a beginning swimmer. (If hips are too low, the swimmer can
experience more difficulty due to more drag.)
7. Dry Land Swimming increases continuous movement to learn stroke mechanics
8. The swimmer does not have to focus on breathing in addition to the stroke mechanics while learning a
new skill.
Dry Land Training Should Include Exercise Ball Exercises - Part of a complete swimming workout
http://www.exercise-ball-exercises.com/swim-workout.html#Dry_Land_Training_Should_Include
Core conditioning as part of a program of swimming exercises has been proven to improve muscular power, kinesthetic awareness,
flexibility, posture and aid in injury prevention. Core stabilization on the ball as part of your swimming workout can help build trunk
strength which will help you maintain streamlines off the wall, decrease drag during the stroke and optimize technique and form. The
stronger the core, the better the hip turn and all motion during the stroke.
Core strengthening as part of your swimming workout provides the final link in the injury prevention plan. Lower abdominal strengthening
should be emphasized in the dry land conditioning program for swimmers. The goal of abdominal strengthening is to develop increased
control of the pelvis by avoiding excessive anterior pelvic tilt and lumbar lordosis. Ball exercises should be done with the pelvis in a neutral
position and the spine in good alignment. Development of muscular endurance is also one of the goals of core strengthening, because
swimmers must support their body in the water for long periods of time while training. Abdominal exercises to build core strength may be
part of a separate strength training session or may be effectively accomplished without untoward risk of injury just prior to or just after
swimming. http://www.exercise-ball-exercises.com/stretching-ball-exercises.html#lat%20stretch%2010
Physioball Warm up
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v71Fu0MR4rA
3 exercises that assist with core muscles used in swim fitness
1. Russian twist- Abs and Obliques-imaginery/rotate head shoulders/ball close
2. Swim kick- abs and gluts and shoulders.
a. Start on back / hands under hips/legs extended/10 sec alternate

3. Lat Stretch-Kneel on floor/hands across top of ball/Back SAG into a stretch/then sit back on heels as you roll the
ball forward-Hold this position
4. Pec and Subscapularis Stretch-Lie Back over the ball centered on your thoracic spine. Bring arms up at a 90 degree.
Keep Pelvis in contact with the ball and let back sag into the exercise ball. Allow gravity to pull your elbows back and
your hands to the floor-Hold positio

Spooner Board Skill Progression
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwcJZWDPuBg
Great for Fitness and helps with Balance and agility.
1. Balance on the board
2. Can you rock on the board?
3. Can you rock forward and backward? Use arms for balance.
4. Can you Duck walk with board/one side then other-side.
5. Forward and backward on board
6. 180 spin but no Jump.
7. Try Jump then 180 spin.
8. Try to move board/don’t switch boards but switch places with
someone else.
9. Grab hand and move with person on Spooner boards

Looking for new fitness exercises and want to use IPADS with a QR
Code reader, try these…
Bolt Core Exercise

Frogger Fitness Jumps

Marching Push-Ups

Scorpion Core Exercise

Snow Board Cardio
Exercise

Slide-High Knees Cardio
Exercise

